Cataloging data is a shorthand description of items in a collection. Today we call that metadata: data (cataloging description) about data (the item from the collection). Much of the cataloging data are succinct, abundant, and diverse access points such as names, subjects, places, languages, and physical characteristics of the item. The data attempt to give potential users of library material a variety of ways to discover and locate information that might meet their needs. Cataloging data is also critical for efficient functioning of various library processes such as acquisitions and circulation.
The keystone for the development of automation in libraries was the simple but innovative MARC cataloging data format, developed in [1967] [1968] . This article describes the complexity of the library application, how the MARC format was innovative, and why it was the foundation of automated systems development in libraries. The text also discusses the environment that the development of MARC helped to create.
Technology setting
In the mid-1960s, when the automation evolution for libraries began, the computer environment differed sharply from today's: There were no personal computers or networks-even the cathode-ray tube (CRT) computer terminal was not yet deployed. Computing was carried out on physically large mainframe machines, using transistor technology. Integrated circuits were new; chips and local area networks were still a few years off, 1971 and 1973, respectively. The first true family of computers, IBM's successful System/360, was introduced in 1964. Computer input was largely via punched cards, and machine storage capacity was a serious concern. Magnetic tapes, paper tapes, and cards were used for data transfer and storage. Computing was a powerful new tool but essentially involved batch processes. Initially used primarily for research, by the 1960s the use of computers in business applications was being actively pursued. 3 On another level, the environment was also strikingly different from today's. Assembly language was heavily used for computer programming, although there was increasing use of higher level languages such as the new Cobol and Algol, and Fortran was well established for number-based applications. The days of working directly with binary encoding were not long past, however. Computer use typically involved complex numerical calculations; lan-guage and string manipulation techniques were just being explored. Some computer systems still worked with an all-uppercase Latin script, using 6-bit characters; the EBCDIC (Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code) 4 and ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange) 5 sets, both of which include upperand lowercase Latin alphabet characters, were not introduced until the mid-1960s. Data formats, formal or ad hoc, were usually fixed length with fixed-length data fields.
Changes were occurring rapidly, however. Universities and research groups were experimenting with applications, and IBM and other companies were sponsoring cutting-edge work to improve the computing infrastructure.
The library application
Librarians plunged into this 1960s computer environment with some special-use applications because they recognized that mechanization held great potential for library functions. The prospect of gaining efficiencies for workprocessing streams, largely by sharing cataloging records faster and more efficiently, was a major driving force for experimentation with library automation. Moreover, with machine-readable cataloging records, catalog cards could be machine sorted and printed. Thus, automation could benefit both the library and the library patron through cost savings on cataloging and other manual processes. These savings could release funds that might be channeled into purchasing additional library resources (although it was recognized by some analysts, if not always taken into account by library directors, that the savings would initially be offset by automation development costs).
However, from the beginning, library leaders realized that automation would not be worthwhile unless enhancing end users' ability to find information received focus. While expediting cataloging operations would be a significant advantage for users, another goal was better access options. Ultimately, the end user would be able to discover material more rapidly and completely via machine access to a much richer set of data from the bibliographic record than was available in the limited and static (albeit sturdy) card catalog. Although the computing environment of the time would not yet support such an "online catalog," the possibility of its development was considered in the subsequent work on a format for bibliographic data. 6 During this period in the 1960s, however, library data and the needs of the library community were not yet a good fit with the contemporary computing environment. Libraries had special characteristics that automation had to accommodate, as described next.
Variable length data elements
Library catalog records have text string data elements that are relatively short but highly variable in length. Truncation of data is unacceptable, but the variability of length for different data elements and for different instances of the same element means that specifying long, fixed-length format fields is wasteful. Yet both of these, truncation and fixed-length fields, were standard practices in the 1960s computer environment.
Record length variability
Bibliographic data, despite the obvious derivation of the term bibliographic from books, refers to a diverse family of metadata records, not just for books but for maps, serials, recorded sound, written music, motion pictures, photographs, and other graphic material-even artifacts. Although library materials tend to have the common characteristics of author, title, subject, each mode of expression has its own important characteristics. For example, maps require specialized geographic elements, and access points; recorded sound needs access and recognition for the performers in addition to the composers.
Thus a bibliographic application requires a large number of different data elements, and the elements appropriate to describe each resource will vary, resulting in records of many different lengths. Fixed-length records, the norm at that time, would be inefficient for library data.
Large files
Storage is a perennial concern, but in the 1960s it was often controlled through limiting record-hence file-size. Library catalogs have two formidable characteristics in relation to data storage. First, catalogs contain thousands and in some cases millions of records-at least one for each item the library holds. Second, libraries continuously integrate new records into the catalog, never having the luxury of stopping and starting a new, smaller file. A library's patrons expect the catalog to provide them with access to the library's complete holdings, not just the last few years' worth, and patrons generally want to see the bibliographic records for all items matching a search so that they can determine the most relevant results. The implication for systems developers in the 1960s was that the library catalog application had to accommodate files with large and constantly growing numbers of variable-length records.
Frequent record updates
An additional requirement is the need to perform frequent record updates. Librarians have long experience with keeping consistency in large, constantly growing files constructed over many years. To maintain consistency, librarians often need to make changes not only to recent records, during the editing and input process, but to retrospective records as well. Therefore, it is essential that the computerized bibliographic record support easy updating.
Data retrieval
Library cataloging records consist of many data elements describing different aspects of the items being cataloged. These data are recorded according to cataloging rules and some of the data are highly structured to assure that records for like or related items coalesce in different retrieval approaches.
Accordingly, data elements needed to be identified, and in some cases the rules used to formulate them. Data tagging would assist various printing and sorting processes, but also indexing, which enabled the rich data retrieval made possible by the computer-but could be provided on only a few data elements in the card environment. While retrieval was initially expected to be a batch process, some experts looked forward to emerging online possibilities.
Data extractions
Bibliographic data are a composite of many different types of data elements intended to support different applications (such as circulation, acquisitions, and record input/update) and different views of the data (such as brief citation lists, full item descriptions, and catalog card content). Specialized subsets of the record elements are required for these different purposes. Automated records, then, had to parse and identify data at sufficient granularity to support easy extraction of appropriate elements for the application or view needed.
Data sorting
Another crucial and exacting requirement for bibliographic data is complex sorting. Large, multifaceted files generally need more than simple alphabetic sorts, so structured headings and special sort rules have been developed over time to help users in browsing. These rules take into account the multilingual nature of bibliographic data and the different categories of access points (such as title, name, and subject). To add to the complexity, the professional community does not agree on sorting approaches-large files, small files, public library collections, research library collections, and special collections often had unique sorting requirements. Therefore, the cataloging record needed to support sorting by different rules. Several important products of catalog automation at that time would be presorted catalog cards, sorted printed book catalogs and lists, and computer-output-microfiche catalogs.
Character sets
If libraries were not to take a step backward from what had been achieved in the preautomation card production environment, computerized cataloging records data would have to be expressed in both upper-and lowercase alphabetic characters, would require an extension to the common English-centric Latin alphabet set, and, ideally, would provide character encodings for many other scripts. The Library of Congress holds material written in more than 350 languages, using more than 30 scripts, and many other large libraries have similar collections. Cataloging records contain titles, author names, and other information in the vernacular, transcribed as it appears on the items. In the 1960s, the Library of Congress was actually producing catalog cards (see Figure 1 ) in many different scripts with the help of the Government Printing Office and sharing them with libraries around the country.
The library community, however, has developed transliteration tables for all non-Latin scripts, and information usually appeared on the cards in both the vernacular and transliterated into Latin script. Transliteration of selected data into the Latin script supports sorting because interfiling of scripts was problematic then, as it still is. Besides the additional characters and diacritics used in some Latin script languages, diacritics are used extensively in transliteration. The community needed, at the least, an extended Latin character set with approximately 60 additional spacing and nonspacing characters that would enable librarians to encode additional characters used in non-English Latin script languages and many different character and diacritic combinations.
Interrelated files
Library material varies widely in presentation, making it difficult to provide consistent, predictable descriptive metadata. Descriptive cataloging of these disparate resources is thus carried out using standardized lists of names for authors and other related persons, places, organizations, and conferences. Subject access to library files uses controlled vocabularies and classification schemes to assist with topical collo-cation of bibliographic records in catalogs. The lists and thesauri help creators of the cataloging data to standardize the descriptions sufficiently to give end users an organized approach to finding material. Moreover, they are important for interinstitutional cooperation in cataloging. For effective catalog automation, these supporting lists and thesauri had to be captured in computer form and related to the bibliographic record creation process.
Interchange history
Cataloging has, for more than a century, taken place in a record-sharing environment. Before the 1970s, libraries required catalog cards. Because many of the items they collected were the same as those held by other libraries, the library community developed ingenious mechanisms for copying each other's cataloging. "Copy" cataloging provided enormous savings to libraries even in the preautomation era. The Library of Congress supplied major vehicles for this in its printed card distribution service, which began in 1901, and its printed union catalogs. The union catalogs included Library of Congress records and catalog records from other libraries for items not held by the Library of Congress, along with an indication of all the libraries that held an item. The card distribution service also provided cards for catalog records created by selected research libraries.
Using a Library of Congress card number, libraries from around the country, and indeed internationally, ordered sets of cards for the items they held for which cataloging was available. The cards were adapted on receipt to conform to local practices and then filed in their local card catalogs. This activity also created an impetus for national agreement on cataloging standards that facilitated the sharing of bibliographic data. Because the provision of Library of Congress records was central to copy cataloging nationally, a major focus for automation at the Library of Congress was the continuation of and improved support for this process. The card files from which the Library of Congress supplied this service had, by the 1960s, become enormous and the fulfillment process was labor-intensive. Computers held the potential to simultaneously provide efficiency in the process and build an electronic file for the future.
Budgetary constraints
Libraries and other information agencies do not have a history of large budgets. Budgets usually include funds for the purchase of collections (the key item), associated processing costs (acquisitions, cataloging, and so on), service costs (for patron assistance, circulation, and stack assistance), storage (shelving and building costs, for instance) and administration. Libraries have had to juggle the purchase, processing, and services budgets, trying to minimize the impact on users of any reductionswhich many libraries have experienced again and again. So when the potential for harnessing computers to assist with library processing and enhance service was recognized, there was limited financial support available for development, experimentation, and testing in a real environment.
Development of the MARC format
Librarians had been interested from the late 1950s in applying computer technology to their operations. Several studies investigated the possibilities, including a general treatise in 1961-1963 that predicted some of the ways that computers might change library services. 7 An important 1962-1963 feasibility study of the Library of Congress recommended that the Library design automation systems for a num- ber of its processes: cataloging, searching, indexing, and document retrieval. 8 This was a colossal task for that time, given the complexity of library activities and the embryonic nature of the computing environment.
The Library of Congress began the recommended general analysis of all processes, but fortunately it also undertook a more focused project in partnership with the general library community. This project was to develop a data format for the interchange of cataloging information in machine-readable form for multipurpose use. A computer expert named Henriette Avram was hired in 1964 by the Library of Congress to lead the project. She had had exceptional experience as a programmer with the National Security Agency in the 1950s, where cutting-edge computer technology was being developed and used. Avram was the essential ingredient in the development of library automation, for she had the background to understand the fundamental nature of a common data format as the springboard standard from which to build an automated environment, including its potential for coalescing a community. She also recognized the importance of working with the professional librarians in the field until she understood their point of view in order to make a useful-and acceptable-project and product. A rapid, but broadly consultative, development process was thus begun. 9 After sponsoring a 1964 study on methods for "recording of Library of Congress bibliographic data in machine form" 10 and several exploratory meetings in 1965, an agency that assisted major foundations in channeling funding for library projects, the Council on Library Resources, became a major backer of the MARC format development work by funding a pilot project. The project, under Avram's leadership, was to be carried out by the Library of Congress with a group of participating libraries. 11 The pilot project's immediate goals were to develop a standard format, set up a record input system at the Library of Congress, and start a tape-based record distribution service from the Library. Avram stated that the expected use of MARC would "undoubtedly center around … producing traditional records such as catalog cards or book catalogs or in developing new on-line systems," 12 and she also foresaw the format stimulating research in both offline and online areas including: "book catalog production, file organization, retrieval methods, and man-machine dialogues." 13 The schedule for the pilot was intense:
• January-April 1966: specification of a format for cataloging records. 14 By June 1967, while the value of such a record distribution service was becoming apparent, the pilot systems set up in the participating libraries to use it were not working sufficiently well to yield conclusive results. Participants had had major problems assembling tools and expertise. The Library of Congress decided to extend the pilot for another year to refine the format and develop a production-level MARC record distribution service open to all libraries, not just participants in the original pilot project. During that year the MARC II format was finalized. 15 MARC II was the first complete and official version of the format and still forms the basis of the MARC 21 family of formats used today by thousands of libraries in the US and around the world for sharing bibliographic data. 16 Interestingly, the major bibliographic record supply networks that developed over the next decade, several of which continue to exist successfully today offering expanded services, grew from the experience of several early pioneers in developing the format. Frederick Kilgour from Yale was one of the first to take action, leading the planning that began as early as 1968 for the institution that became the Online Computer Library Center (OCLC) in Ohio. Auto Graphics (AG) Canada in Toronto originated as part of the University of Toronto library automation program, becoming an independent network system in 1973. In the early 1970s, the Washington State Library launched the Western Library Network (WLN), now part of OCLC. The Research Libraries Group (RLG) grew out of a consortium of Harvard and Yale, to which Columbia University and New York Public Library were added. Creative individuals or groups at the pilot project institutions could see the potential of MARC records and set about developing organizations offering network services that, while similar to each other, had interesting and innovative differences. These networks were and still are based on MARC.
In addition to constant consultation with the pilot project participants, the Library of Congress also held many discussion sessions at library meetings, forums, and other venues, such as meetings of the American Library Association (ALA), to obtain the broadest possi-ble input to the format and service development process. 17 Special interest from the British National Bibliography office in the United Kingdom, now a part of the British Library, added an element of international participation in finalizing MARC II in late 1967. Their interest alerted Avram and the pilot participants to the possibility of international data exchange that could be more timely and useful than the printed national bibliography book catalogs and card services that were then available.
International interest was high, leading to the success in the next few years of the effort to make the basic MARC format structure an international standard under the auspices of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). The MARC format is considered an implementation of the generalized format structure that Avram and her team modeled. That structure, which was first approved as an American standard (ANSI Z39.2) 18 and quickly became an international standard (ISO 2709), 19 describes the framework for a record. Unfortunately, international standardization could not go beyond that point at that time, and nations tended over the next decade to develop their own national format versions of MARC, with the same ISO 2709 structure but having different tags and coded values, giving them names like CAN/MARC (Canada), UKMARC (United Kingdom), NorMARC (Norway), and AusMARC (Australia), to name a few. It was not yet really understood how international the exchange of data could become, so national borders seemed like the logical boundaries of a format for a batch-oriented environment based on magnetic-tape data exchange.
The original MARC II covered only records for books (monographs), and the first tapes in the MARC record distribution service launched by the Library of Congress in 1969 included only books in English. From 1969 through the late 1970s, work continued at the Library of Congress to expand the format to accommodate all forms of material and then to extend it to controlled vocabularies, thesauri of subjects, and lists of names. The MARC record distribution service also constantly broadened its scope to cover all languages, forms of material, and, finally, related files such as the Library of Congress Subject Headings and the Library of Congress Name Authority File.
These developments created an environment for the establishment and growth of the bibliographic service networks mentioned previously and for the entry of vendors into the library services arena. While some of these agencies did not at first see the value of the strict use of the MARC format for exporting bibliographic data, by 1980 MARC was recognized as the basic building block for a thriving and competitive library services industry, an industry that assists libraries to take advantage of the savings and expanded service associated with automation.
MARC innovations
The MARC format's structure and tagging accommodated the requirements, already described, with a format design that was highly innovative for its time. The most critical challenges-data element and file length variability, large files, and update requirementswere addressed with a simple format structure that embedded a directory to the data content fields in the front of the fields. 20 Briefly, the MARC format structure is composed of a short introductory fixed-length block, called the Leader; followed by a Directory giving the tag, length, and starting character position of each of the record's data content fields; followed by the data content fields themselves (see the "MARC 21 Record Example" sidebar, next page). This is not unlike the structure of a typical book, with an introductory title page, then a table of contents that identifies and points to the book contents, followed by the content. One difference, however, was that reading the data content fields sequentially was not a requirement, so that while the table of contents would be ordered in the MARC record, the data fields could be in any order.
The actual data contained in the MARC record is formulated according to a set of rules followed by catalogers. The rules also indicate the data elements that are essential to include in a record. These rules are not a part of the MARC format, and, while some of them are shared and used internationally by multiple communities, there are a number of different cataloging conventions in existence. Because the format is intended to serve as the vehicle for encoding and transporting any cataloging data, data elements are defined as generically as possible so that the format will be useful for data derived from different cataloging rules.
As mentioned, the MARC format implements a generalized structure that has become an American and international standard. While aspects of the Leader, Directory, and field-ending and record-ending marks are specified in the standard, the specific data tags and some structural details of Directory entries and data fields are left to a MARC implementation. All data in the format are character encoded.
April-June 2002
This format structure was very different from application data formats used in the mainstream of computer work at the time it was developed, but the structure efficiently accommodated variable-length data and record updates and effectively minimized file size. The following describes the format features and indicates how they helped satisfy the library data requirements.
Leader
The first 24 bytes of a record give the record's overall length, define the structural options chosen for the record, and give information on some basic characteristics of the data content. It was innovative in that it allowed the record to be partially self-defining. However, the MARC pilot project participants recommended that the 
MARC 21 Record Example

Field Data Comments
Leader 00647cam##22002005#a#4500 Coded and other data giving the length of the record, base address of data, record status, record characteristics, and a few important bibliographic data codes characterizing the bibliographic item being described and the conventions used to create the descriptive data. MARC implementation adopt the same structural options for all records in the bibliographic application. These values are always the same in a MARC record, thus the flexibility of selfdefinition was not really used. The Leader carries the base address for the data fields, which is essential information for processing the record because it makes the Directory structure work, thus enables variable-length data fields. The content-related data found in the Leader is that which might affect the way an agency's system treats the incoming record-the files to which a record might be sent or programs and preprocessing routines through which the record should pass. The Leader has the familiar characteristic of fixed length with data elements defined according to position, but it is short and packed with essential information. Fortunately, however, the Leader allowed a few bytes for future definition, which have been valuable given the multidecade use of this format.
Directory
The Directory, which follows the Leader, is the first variable-length field. The data content fields in the record are found via a Directory entry, so the Directory contains an entry for each. Directory entries themselves are fixed in length for a record, but the Directory varies in length depending on the number of data content fields in the record. A Directory entry has five possible parts-the first, the tag that identifies the field, must be three characters. The lengths of the other four parts are set by values in the Leader. All MARC formats developed around the world have the same choice of 12 bytes for the Directory entries, with a threecharacter field tag, a four-character field length, and a five-character starting character position of the referenced field. The other two possible directory parts are undefined and have zero length in MARC.
The Directory system gives the format a great deal of flexibility for efficiently carrying variable-length data without a need for padding or truncation. Whether the data for a field is only four characters, such as the title That is the position, from the beginning of the record, of the first byte of the first data field after the Directory and the address from which all the variable data field addresses are calculated. This allows the data fields' addresses to be independent of the number of entries, hence length, of the Directory.
The Directory entry for the field that contains the title and the data field to which that entry points are highlighted (bolded) in Figure B . The Directory entry is composed of the field tag, 245, the length of the field, 0054, and the starting character position of the field relative to the base address of the data fields, 00172.
The highlighted data field begins with two indicator values, 12. The first value indicates that the title of the work would be appropriate to index. The second indicates that there are two characters, A#, at the first of the title to ignore in indexing and sorting for displays. The data in the field are contained in two subfields. The first, identified by the subfield code $a, contains the title of the work. The second, $c, contains a transcription of the author's name as found on the title page of the book. length. Because of the implementation choices for the MARC record (only four character positions are allowed for each field length in the Directory, and the length is character encoded), there is a maximum length for each field of 9,999 bytes, but this is seldom a constraint. Bibliographic data rarely require great length for a single field, and most systems have field and record length limits that will be reached first. Because the Directory lets processing systems know how long a field is, systems can be prepared to handle the data, which is especially critical with longer fields because systems generally expect bibliographic data to be short.
The starting character positions in the Directory entries are the keys to finding the fields. They are calculated from the first byte in the record after the Directory, called the base address of the data content. The Leader indicates which position from the first byte of the record is the base address.
The Directory also enables easy record updating. While the entries in the record Directory may be in a convenient order, the data fields can be in any order, even random order. Thus an updated field can be simply added to the end of a record. The previous form of the field can even be left in the record with no Directory entry pointing to it, if necessary. Rearranging entries in the Directory does not affect the positions of the data content fields to which they point. This gives the format flexibility when constructing MARC records for communication to other systems.
The Directory is an efficient tool for extracting subsets or manipulating the bibliographic data. When a record is being incorporated into a system, different fields may be needed for the different processes: display, indexing, conversion to internal format, and feed for peripheral systems such as circulation systems, and, in the 1960s, card and catalog printing systems. The Directory serves as an efficient tool for selecting the information that might be needed for different processing objectives.
Data content fields
As has been described, bibliographic data are a collection of different pieces of information that describe various aspects of the item being cataloged. The many related but distinct types of data included in a record are accommodated by the field system, and each field is identified in the Directory through a specific field tag. Fields thus support access to the different data elements formulated by catalogers, making it possible to select individual elements or subsets for indexing, for transfer to various subsystems, or for retrieval and subsequent sorting. The data fields themselves are parsed into subelements of two types: indicators and subfields.
Indicators
MARC records reserve two bytes at the beginning of each data field to specify additional information about the field. Indicator definitions are field-dependent, and for some fields with no extra requirements they are undefined (carried as blanks), but where needed they assist in further characterizing the data in the field, in some cases assisting with indexing and sorting the data.
Subfields
Format fields can be further divided into subfields that separate and identify data subelements. The subfield tags depend on the field type for their definition. This device allows identification of data components at a relatively high granularity and is used effectively for precise information retrieval and sorting.
The fields, indicators, and subfield structures enable the format to carry and identify highly parsed, structured data; show relationships among data; and even assist with complex sorting. Fields and subfields easily accommodate the many different data elements needed to describe special aspects of diverse resources.
Character set
A major component of the MARC format was the development of an extension set of Latin-based characters and diacritics. As mentioned, while libraries had enjoyed bibliographic data in vernacular scripts for many years, they also employed transliteration into the Latin alphabet for key elements on every vernacular catalog card to support integrated filing, sorting, and retrieval. The decision in the 1960s was to focus on an extended Latin set that enabled full transcription of all Latin script languages and full transliteration of non-Latin script languages, but not to attempt yet to develop machine-readable non-Latin scripts. A thorough analysis was carried out by the Library of Congress project staff to identify all special characters and diacritics required for the cataloging of the Library of Congress's and several of the pilot participants' multilingual collections. 21 The project team developed a set of 27 additional spacing characters (such as the thorn used in the Icelandic language or the ae digraph used in several Scandinavian languages) and 29 diacritics to be used over or under alphabetic characters that fully met the character set requirement. This extension to ASCII later became an American standard.
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Because diacritics are used with many base alphabetic characters, and sometimes two or even three are needed above and below a single alphabetic character, especially for southeast Asian languages using Latin script and transliterations of tonal and Indic languages, the decision was made by pilot project participants to "float" all diacritics rather than expand the character set to incorporate all possible combinations. Coding all combinations would have created multiple sets and hundreds of characters that would have been difficult to handle in the technical environment of the period. Thus, in the MARC set, a character with one diacritic was represented by two characters, with the diacritic encoded first and the alphabetic character following. Printing devices were expected to position the diacritic in the proper place over or under the alphabetic character, although that also proved to be a challenge, especially in the early years. IBM worked with the Library on a print train for the extended set that could also be used by other libraries. The pilot participants found that moving from 94 conventional graphic characters (ASCII) to 150 (with the new characters) was itself a challenge.
Using floating diacritics was innovative. It enabled the introduction of a large number of characters with a relatively small set and assisted data normalization. Computer routines commonly normalize data strings for certain sorting, matching, and indexing routines in library applications so that these operations are carried out on the base character without the diacritics. With the floating diacritics, normalization could be achieved simply by dropping the diacritics instead of employing character conversion.
Development of an environment
The MARC format, released in 1968, was to be both a catalyst and linchpin for the development of a broad and diverse automated library environment. The original project team could hardly have imagined some of the technical advances of the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s-regarding first, terminals, followed by personal computers, networks, and the Internet-that would be adopted by libraries to improve and transform the way they function. The MARC format proved itself resilient for carrying library data through constantly changing technology.
The 1970s
In the early 1970s, following the original objectives for the format's use, the Library of Congress and others immediately began driving catalog card production from the new computer file. Services were offered to patrons that involved computerized batch record retrieval systems to mine the rich MARC record for specialized user needs. These same retriever programs were also applied to improve backroom library processing functions. Computergenerated book and microform catalogs were produced, and initial development of local online catalogs began.
The essential factor that propelled the format's acceptance was the Library of Congress's use of it to encode and distribute bibliographic records. By 1975, roughly 60 percent of the records produced annually by the Library of Congress were available as MARC records, with the number increasing rapidly as format requirements for new forms of material were implemented. By the mid-1970s, the format was a suite of coordinated bibliographic formats not just for books but also for serials, maps, films, music, sound recordings, and manuscripts. These formats were alike at the core but different in details specific to each medium.
For an effective bibliographic system it is essential to have companion files for the standardized forms of names and for subject thesauri. These standard name and term files provide catalog users with cross-references to the forms of names and terms that have been adopted as the preferred forms for use in bibliographic records. The importance, for cataloger productivity, of access to an automated file of name and subject "authority" records led to the development and refinement of a MARC Authority record format in the late 1970s, after which major file-building programs were launched. This format used the ISO 2709 structure, and the fields were borrowed or coordinated with related ones in the bibliographic format where logical.
One especially important development in the early 1970s was the setting up of format maintenance mechanisms, which persist to this day. The format was adopted by America's national libraries, the National Agricultural Library and National Library of Medicine in addition to the Library of Congress; library associations, such as the American Library Association and the Music Library Association; and bibliographic networks such as OCLC, WLN, and RLG. A maintenance routine was worked out with the following characteristics:
The Library of Congress took maintenance agency responsibility; all changes were documented with respect to background, need, options, and impact; open reviews were held in conjunction with open meetings twice a year; and agreed-upon changes were made to the format documentation, which was maintained and distributed by the Library of Congress.
This maintenance process has matured with the technology and while today it follows the same general outline, it is more open and global through use of the Internet for posting change proposals and use of email and listservs for comment and discussion. Participation extending beyond American organizations became necessary since the format is now known to be used in more than 40 countries. In recent years, the Library of Congress maintenance agency responsibility has become a partnership with the National Library of Canada, and it will continue to evolve. Major stakeholders, such as vendors of large integrated systems that use MARC and developers of micro-based systems dependent on MARC, are key participants in the review and discussion process. The careful analysis of changes, open international discussion, active input of a variety of users-from the highly technical to those with strong bibliographic and/or specialized expertise-have been important ingredients in the format's continuing vital role in automated library services.
A library infrastructure development that sprang from the establishment of the MARC format and the availability of Library of Congress data was the creation of institutions offering access to records and a host of other bibliographic services for libraries. These new union catalogs were aptly called "bibliographic utilities" at the time, because they did not hold collections, like a library, but only offered bibliographic-record-related services.
Several of these utilities began development in the 1970s: OCLC, which was originally named the Ohio College Library Center, but as it became national in the 1980s and global in 1999, changed its name to Online Computer Library Center; RLG, which was formed on the East Coast in 1974 and then merged in the late 1970s with a system begun at Stanford University and moved to California; WLN, formed as the Washington Library Network in Washington state, which became the Western Library Network as it expanded and was finally absorbed into OCLC in the late 1990s; and UTLAS, the University of Toronto Library Automation System that is now called AG Canada. These networks proved important to libraries, giving them the opportunity to view and copy not only the Library of Congress cataloging records but also cataloging records created and input by other libraries directly into the network systems. Initially, in the 1970s, these networks primarily printed cards and shipped them to participating libraries, as only a few organizations were able to use electronic MARC records locally. As a (planned) byproduct, the networks accumulated large union catalogs, with holdings attached to MARC bibliographic records, which they used to support a growing national, and eventually global, interlibrary loan program. 23 These utilities were also early adopters and adapters of devices such as terminals based on the new CRT technology. OCLC developed a special CRT terminal in the mid-1970s that would work in the limited networked environment of that time, and it supported the extended MARC character set, 150 graphic characters, in an online mode.
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In summary, the MARC format role in these developments was like a currency. With a common standard and a critical mass of bibliographic records, libraries experimented with producing single-focus automated systems that took the records and used them, for example, for card printing, circulation control, book catalog printing, acquisition selection procedures, book preparation (such as binding labels and book pockets), or current purchase awareness lists. Bibliographic utilities were developed that facilitated record sharing and began to build union catalogs for interlibrary loan. The Library of Congress achieved a distribution service for all of its cataloging records and its related subject and name authority files in MARC format while also developing an internal online catalog. By the late 1970s, several libraries around the country had online catalogs under development, presaging the shift that would take place in the next decade.
The 1980s
During the 1980s, the local system development that started in the previous decade led to widespread availability of vendor software for library processing and online catalogs. Several vendor systems had their start as local systems for a university library. Important examples are NOTIS (Northwestern Online Total Integrated System) developed by Northwestern University and VTLS (Virginia Tech Library System), which originated as an online catalog development at the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. While teams of university library and computing staff provided the initial expertise, the universities generally found it desirable to limit their vendor role. These systems were spun off as separate enterprises when other institutions began to want to purchase them.
The success of a few vendors of bibliographic systems attracted more development, until the marketplace offered large and small systems with a variety of special features, as well as a broad price range. The MARC communications format provided a data-rich record that system engineers used for innovative applications, retrieval programs, and user interfaces, but it did not dictate internal system design. MARC data within a system is usually carried in an internal format or configuration that is efficient for the system hardware or platform, but which is also highly compatible with the communications format. Inevitable transitions from a local system to a vendor or from one vendor system to another would take place over the next decades in libraries, but this migration has been eased by the standard data format all systems could export and import.
As more libraries obtained online catalogs, interest turned to retrospective conversion of bibliographic records. Libraries wanted to consolidate all holdings in their online catalogs and retire their card catalogs. Thus the many retrospective conversion projects in the 1980s resulted in an explosion of MARC records in union catalogs like OCLC and RLG. Even the Library of Congress undertook the conversion of its retrospective file of more than five million records, a project that had been explored by the Avram team as early as 1968. 25 While early conversion of the Library of Congress's mammoth catalog could have been valuable to later conversion projects of the nation's libraries, the bibliographic utilities contributed greatly to reducing the cost of later conversions by making the records converted by one library available to other libraries.
The 1980s saw the exploration of new territory for the format itself, targeted toward integrating holdings and other data into library catalogs, and toward patron service operations. Thus the MARC Holdings, MARC Classification, and MARC Community Information formats were developed by special-interest groups and put through a review process to ensure compatibility with the bibliographic format. While a MARC bibliographic record indicates that a library holds an item by the record's existence in a catalog, the MARC holdings record was designed to accommodate recording and display of holding details: exactly how many copies, in what physical formats, and, for serials, exactly which volumes and issues. The holdings format also contains sufficient detail to support serial check-in systems, including prediction of expected issues and automatic generation of claims for serial issues that are overdue from the publisher. The MARC holdings format is a close companion to the bibliographic format, and in fact was developed according to a model that allows the holdings data to be contained in separate records or embedded in bibliographic records. The classification format supports the online transmission and use of common classification schedule files, including the Library of Congress classification and the Dewey decimal classification. The most unusual format was that for community information data, which allows a library to integrate information about public events and community services into a bibliographic database.
A significant format maintenance and update initiative took place in the late 1980s, when the format had just reached 20 years of use. The bibliographic format had become a suite of coordinated formats for different forms of material. The trend at the time was to maintain commonality of the core data elements, such as names and titles, but to restrict use of specialized data elements to specific forms of material. The forms were primarily related to type of intellectual expression of the information: text, cartographic, music, visual-but other aspects of the material were also singled out: serial nature of the material, whether the material was considered appropriate for treatment in an archival manner, and the material's electronic form.
After extensive cost and benefit studies and close examination of all changes for upward compatibility, the bibliographic format was fully integrated, eliminating earlier designations of field validity by type of material. Henceforth, not only the core data elements, but all fields formerly defined for specific subformats could be used in a record for any item, regardless of its type. This new freedom and flexibility enabled the format to be more readily responsive to changes in resource media and technology, especially for accommodating the description of modern multimedia material. At the same time, format simplification was attempted, although the main counter to any simplification was and is the persistent need to parse and structure bibliographic data to produce complex retrieval options for systems and, ultimately, end users. Libraries serve a varied clientele, and while a majority of their users may not have complex needs, librarians provide services to both the generalists and specialists.
Also in the 1980s, MARC broke out of the ASCII and extended Latin character sets when one of the major networks, RLG, developed standard character sets for Arabic, Hebrew, Cyrillic, Chinese, Japanese, and Korean (with more than 16,000 characters in the Chinese, Japanese, and Korean set) and implemented a networked non-Latin cataloging module. These sets either followed recently established ISO standards or were immediately taken through a standardization process. This was followed by the development of non-Latin capability in several vendor systems, using either the standard or local character sets to serve broader markets. This work predated Unicode by more than 10 years and, in turn, contributed to the eventual development and refinement of the global Unicode set.
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The past decade During the 1990s, the MARC format has evolved in reaction to the exciting possibilities of Internet technology. Libraries had collected and cataloged, via MARC records, computer files and tangible electronic resources for two decades, but the successive and extensive development of online electronic resources, starting with gopher technology, followed by the open-access Web, and now subscription-based electronic publications, has required both cataloging and MARC format adjustments. The format has addressed several major issues, the most prominent being the need to provide linking to actual resources from the bibliographic record. In 1993, even before the uniform resource locator (URL) addressing scheme was completely developed, a field in the MARC format was established to contain pathway components for accessing digital resources from a MARC record. That field is still adjusted at least annually as the Internet and Web environment matures and becomes more standards based, and a URL/URN linking subfield has also been added to other relevant fields. The modern MARC-based catalog is thus able to retrieve material comprehensively, integrating access to descriptions for both tangible and intangible resources and, for the electronic material, to the resources themselves.
In the 1990s, the format developers also tackled the question of using Unicode rather than the original ASCII, extended Latin, and other script character encodings, since the library community already had an interest and considerable investment in non-Latin scripts data. With mapping assistance from the Unicode Consortium, all the MARC character sets now have defined mappings to Unicode.
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A special MARC committee also established rules and conventions for using Unicode in a MARC exchange record. Not unexpectedly, a few library system vendors have been early implementers of Unicode-even before the tools and methodologies for its use had been worked out (which gave them many learning experiences). As a result, however, several fully Unicode-compliant vendor library systems are starting to be deployed.
An additional development in the 1990s has been the attempt to separate the MARC data elements from the MARC structure (ISO 2709) to enable representations of the highly developed MARC data elements in Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) or Extensible Markup Language (XML) structures. 28 An SGML document type definition (DTD) with format transformation scripts has been available on the Library of Congress MARC Web site since 1996, joined by an XML DTD in 2000. Others are also experimenting with XML versions of MARC data. These are explorations; other views of the MARC data in XML, or the markup language of the future, will be part of the format's ongoing maintenance.
Because of its widespread use for such an extended period, MARC has become both a communications format and a lingua franca for librarians, especially staff responsible for inputting or interpreting the content of records and for building systems and helper applications that use the data in MARC records. The MARC tags are familiar to librarians across different institutions, who talk among themselves in field tags instead of names. This language by-product of the standard format enables training to be transferable from job to job and system to system. During the past 30 years, three main varieties of MARC formats developed: those similar to MARC 21, maintained by the Library of Congress; those similar to UKMARC, promulgated by the British Library; and those closer to UNIMARC, issued by the International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions. All three models have the same structure, ISO 2709, with the same structural options used, but they have differences in tagging at the field and subfield levels. MARC and UKMARC had common roots, so many field tags match but subfield structures may differ, whereas UNI-MARC differs in subfield structures and also has altogether different tagging. In the 1990s, the strong availability of systems that fundamentally support MARC 21, and the MARC 21 orientation of several of the large record repositories such as OCLC, have been an incentive for countries to rethink or realign their for-mats with MARC 21. This globalization of the original MARC format has moved the international MARC community toward a new level of consistency through standardization of content designation that was not possible in the early years. The analysis and decision of South Africa in the mid-1990s to move from SAMARC (modeled on UNIMARC) to MARC 21, after 20 years of use of SAMARC, was a catalyst for others. The complete alignment of the MARC format used in the US with CAN/MARC from Canada in 1997 has been beneficial to North American libraries that already cooperated in many ways. The decision in 2001 of the British Library to cease maintenance of UKMARC in favor of MARC 21 is also having a major impact on global MARC standardization.
29 These examples illustrate the trend.
In 1999, the MARC format family had a name change that better reflects its current status. In the early years, the original name, MARC II eventually became just MARC. However, in the 1970s, because of the focus on the use of the format to distribute Library of Congress cataloging data, it was often called LCMARC. In the 1980s, it took the name USMARC in line with national format names in other countries, to clarify just which MARC it was, but in the 1990s two situations mandated a new name for the future. The format was obviously being used around the world, and a special relationship had been established with Canada when harmonization of the already similar CAN/MARC format with USMARC took place. The new century offered a suitable solution, and in 1999 the format was renamed MARC 21.
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Summing up
The MARC communications format was developed in the late 1960s and has been expanded, updated, and carefully maintained since that time. It has proved itself to be a foundation that enabled libraries to catch each new wave of computer technology and use it to help meet their goals and needs. The format was innovative and forward looking when it was introduced and has helped change thinking in the library community about data and automation. MARC has itself moved and changed throughout its history, which contributed to its ability to support extensive library system development-and to have such an extended life.
Three factors stand out to explain why MARC became the keystone rather than just another experimental format. The first was, of course, its innovative design-but many good products are ignored by those who could benefit from them. The second and third are more practical factors: the collaborative way in which the format was developed, with broad library community involvement and librarians working hand-in-hand with systems staff; and the Library of Congress's immediate development of systems to make its large volume of cataloging records available in MARC. The collaborative approach encouraged both imaginative local use of the records and development of new ideas for data exchange. The collaboration of librarians and systems staff encouraged librarians to accept change and technologists to produce acceptable systems. Making Library of Congress cataloging records available in MARC took advantage of more than 60 years of the record distribution service from the library, producing another avenue for obtaining the library's high-quality, consistent records. Then, following on the heels of these initial initiatives, came the development of the first shared cataloging utility, OCLC, which gave MARC high visibility and immediate utility to a broad spectrum of libraries.
Today, standard MARC data support simple and complex retrieval by end users and provide the basis for cost-saving record sharing. It has been the underpinning for the proliferation of interchangeable, modular systems that enable libraries to automate in an integrated manner, and it has served as the foundation on which a rich array of tools that help libraries do their work have been built. MARC has even become a language that thousands of library professionals use to input and discuss bibliographic control issues. These uses have been built over the years as systems, tools, training, and globalization developed around the format.
While the MARC format is simply a communications format, it turned out to be the key standard for the development of the vast infrastructure that supports libraries today, enabling them to provide users with retrieval and other services unheard of 30 years ago. Libraries have the responsibility to organize and provide consistent and integrated access to all of their resources-ancient manuscripts as well as today's electronic documents-and MARC's farsighted design, stability, and prompt, skillful maintenance have enabled libraries to meet these fundamental objectives. For further information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at http://computer.org/publications/dlib.
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